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Effect of correlated oxide electrodes on disorder pinning and thermal roughening
of ferroelectric domain walls in epitaxial PbZr0.2Ti0.8O3 thin films

Kun Wang ,1 Yifei Hao,1 Le Zhang,1 Yuanyuan Zhang,1 Xuegang Chen,1 and Xia Hong 1,2,*

1Department of Physics and Astronomy, University of Nebraska-Lincoln, Nebraska 68588-0299, USA
2Nebraska Center for Materials and Nanoscience, University of Nebraska-Lincoln, Nebraska 68588-0299, USA

(Received 4 December 2020; accepted 17 June 2021; published 9 July 2021)

We report the competing effects of disorder pinning and thermal roughening on ferroelectric domain walls as
a function of temperature in epitaxial PbZr0.2Ti0.8O3 thin films deposited on (001) SrTiO3 substrates buffered
by three types of correlated oxide electrodes, La0.67Sr0.33MnO3, LaNiO3, and SrIrO3. Piezoresponse force
microscopy studies show that the 50-nm PbZr0.2Ti0.8O3 films are uniformly polarized in the as-grown states,
with the patterned domain structures persisting above 700 °C. For all three types of films, the domain wall
roughness is dominated by two-dimensional (2D) random bond disorder at room temperature, and transitions to
1D thermal roughening upon heating. The roughness exponent ζ increases progressively from 0.3 to 0.5 within a
temperature window that depends on the bottom conducting oxide type, from which we extracted the distribution
of disorder pinning energy. We discuss the possible origins of the disorder pinning and the effect of the correlated
oxide electrodes on the energy landscape of DW motion.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevMaterials.5.074402

I. INTRODUCTION

Domain walls (DW) in ferroelectric oxides play an im-
portant role in determining their dielectric properties and
polarization switching dynamics. It has been shown that the
presence of DW can lead to enhanced dielectric susceptibility
and piezoelectric response [1]. As prototypical topological
defects [2] with unusual conduction [3,4], DWs can also be
treated as individual functional entities for data storage [5].
The flux-closure-type chiral dipole rotation at the DW surface
has been utilized to tailor the nonlinear optical response [6,7]
and design van der Waals negative capacitance transistors [8].
When subjected to a small electric field, a DW goes through
a nonlinear creep process that is governed by DW elasticity
and disordered pinning [9]. Even without a bias field, DWs
become mobile when the thermal energy exceeds the local dis-
order pinning [10]. The DW motion can affect the switching
hysteresis and dielectric losses in ferroelectrics [11], which
is critical for developing piezoelectric-based actuator and en-
ergy harvesting devices. Understanding the competing effects
of the driving electric field, disorder pinning, and thermal
activation on the nanoscale configuration of DWs thus has
important implications in the functional design and device
implementation of ferroelectrics.

Ferroelectric DWs can be modeled as elastic manifolds
roughened in a disordered media [10,12,13]. The disorder
pinning can be associated with the intrinsic defects in ferro-
electric oxides, such as oxygen vacancies and cation disorders
[14,15], or be affected by the conducting electrodes through
the build-in band misalignment [16,17] or interfacial de-
fect states [18–20]. The static configuration of DWs directly

*Corresponding author: xia.hong@unl.edu

reflects the relative strength of disorder pinning and ther-
mal fluctuation [21]. For epitaxial ferroelectric perovskite
films, including Pb(Zr, Ti)O3, BaTiO3, and BiFeO3, corre-
lated oxides such as (La, Sr)MnO3 are widely exploited as
the conductive electrodes. The electrode layer can have sig-
nificant impacts on the ferroelectric instability, as manifested
in the finite size effect, modified Curie temperature TC, and
polarization asymmetry [22]. The ferroelectric/correlated ox-
ide heterostructure is also a model system for examining
interfacial magnetoelectric coupling [23] and polarization
controlled quantum phase transitions [24], as well as devel-
oping multiferroic tunnel junctions [25] and ferroelectric field
effect transistors [24]. Despite the intensive fundamental and
technological interests in these hybrid systems, in-depth un-
derstanding of the effect of correlated oxides on the nanoscale
configuration and thermal stability of ferroelectric domain
structures is yet to be gained.

In this work, we report a comprehensive study of the
effect of three types of correlated oxide electrodes on
disorder pining and thermal roughening of DWs in epitax-
ial PbZr0.2Ti0.8O3 (PZT) films. La0.67Sr0.33MnO3 (LSMO),
LaNiO3 (LNO), and SrIrO3 (SIO) were chosen as the
electrode layers for their high metallicity and intriguing
properties, such as colossal magnetoresistance [18,24], strain
and dimensionality-driven metal-insulator transition [26–28],
and strong spin-orbit coupling [28]. Piezoresponse force
microscopy (PFM) measurements revealed strong polariza-
tion asymmetry and enhanced TC exceeding 700 °C in these
samples. Upon heating, the DW roughness evolves from
two-dimensional (2D) random bond (RB) disorder-dominated
behavior to one-dimensional (1D) thermal roughening. From
the temperature dependence of the DW roughness exponent,
we extracted the energy ranges of disorder pinning to be 63–
82 meV, 36–47 meV, and 25–35 meV for PZT films on LSMO,
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FIG. 1. (a) Schematic experimental setup. CO: correlated oxide.
(b)–(e) PFM characterizations of PZT/LSMO S1. (b) PFM amplitude
and (c) phase switching hystereses. (d) PFM phase and (e) amplitude
images of a domain structure written with Vbias = ±6 V. The lower
panels show the signal profiles along the dashed lines. (f) B(L) at
RT for three PZT samples. The dashed lines correspond to fits ∝ L2ζ

with ζ = 0.31. Inset: Schematic of a rough DW.

LNO, and SIO, respectively. We discuss possible scenarios
for the correlated oxide electrodes in modifying the energy
landscape of DW motion, including the interfacial clamping
effect and polarization-specific accumulation of oxygen va-
cancies at the interface.

II. SAMPLE PREPARATION AND
EXPERIMENTAL METHOD

We deposited 50-nm PZT films on (001) STO sub-
strates buffered by 10 nm LSMO, LNO, and SIO using
off-axis radio frequency magnetron sputtering [28,29]. X-ray
diffraction (XRD) scans reveal high-quality single crystalline
(001) growth of all films (Supplemental Material Section 1)
[30]. Atomic force microscopy (AFM, Bruker Multimode
8) studies show smooth film surfaces with root-mean-square
roughness of 2–4 Å [30]. For domain writing, a bias voltage
(Vbias) larger than the coercive voltage was applied between
the conductive Pt/Ir-coated probe (NanoSensors PPP-EFM)
and the bottom correlated oxide [Fig. 1(a)]. Previous studies
of epitaxial (001) PZT thin films showed that domain nucle-
ation starts at one interface, which is followed by DW motion
till it reaches the other interface, resulting in sharp 180 ° DWs
[20,31]. Domain imaging was conducted using PFM close to
one of the cantilever’s resonant frequencies (370 ± 30 kHz).
The initial images were taken after 24 h of domain writing
to eliminate artifacts due to charging [32]. The samples were
then subjected to progressively higher temperatures, and the
domain structures were imaged using both in situ PFM and the
thermal-quench (TQ) method at room temperature (RT). The
results reported here are based on three PZT/LSMO (denoted
as S1, S2, and S3), one PZT/LNO, and two PZT/SIO samples
(S1 and S2).

III. PIEZORESPONSE FORCE MICROSCOPY STUDIES

Figures 1(b)–1(c) show the PFM switching hystereses
taken on a PZT/LSMO sample (S1). The coercive voltage
(Vc) is +5.5 V for the polarization down (Pdown) state and
-2.5 V for the polarization up (Pup) state, which is relatively
high compared with those in PZT/LNO (+1.9 V/−2.8 V) and
PZT/SIO (+1.8 V/−0.5 V) (Supplemental Material Figs. S4
and S5) [30]. Figures 1(d)–1(e) show the PFM phase and
amplitude images of concentric square domains written on
this sample. The as-grown film is uniformly polarized in the
Pup state, indicating it is energetically more favorable. The
PZT films deposited on LNO and SIO, on the other hand,
prefer Pdown and Pup polarization, respectively. The polariza-
tion asymmetry is consistent with the asymmetric Vc and
commonly observed in epitaxial ferroelectric thin films, which
can be attributed to the asymmetric electronic and mechanical
boundary conditions.

Previous studies have shown that the static configura-
tion of ferroelectric DWs contains important information of
the system, including the dimensionality, nature of disor-
der, range of elastic interaction, and thermal fluctuation [13].
For a D-dimensional elastic media, DW can be treated as a
D−1-dimensional interface separating different domain re-
gions. The DW roughness can be characterized using the
correlation function of the relative displacement between two
points along the DW separated by a distance L : B(L) =
〈[u(x + L) − u(x)]2〉, where u(x) is the perpendicular dis-
placement from a straight configuration at point x [Fig. 1(f)
inset], and 〈. . .〉 and ¯. . . average u(x) over the DW longitudinal
coordinate and disorder, respectively. It has been shown by
scaling theory that B(L) follows a power-law dependence,
B(L) ∝ L2ζ , above the characteristic Larkin length LC , which
is on the order of DW width [12]. The roughness exponent ζ is
determined by the collective contributions from the thermal-
and disorder-roughening [10,21]. The two universality classes
of disorders that can affect DW roughness are the RB and
random field (RF) disorders. The RB disorder locally modifies
the ferroelectric double-well potential depth symmetrically,
with ζ given by

ζRB =
{

2/3, deff = 1

0.2084(4 − deff ), deff > 1
. (1)

Here deff is the effective dimensionality, which equals 1 for a
1D DW and 2.5 for a 2D DW in ferroelectrics [9,33]. The
additional 1/2 for the latter originates from the long-range
dipolar interactions, leading to ζ2D = 0.31 [13]. The RF disor-
der prefers one polarization direction over the other, rendering
an asymmetric double-well potential, with ζRF = (4 − deff )/3
for all dimensions. At high temperatures, thermal fluctuation
becomes the dominating roughening mechanism. For 1D DW,
the thermal roughness exponent is ζTF = 1/2 [10].

To extract ζ , we wrote sequentially Pup and Pdown

stripe domains to create six straight DWs on each sam-
ple (Fig. 2), and analyzed B(L) for each DW from the
PFM phase image. The final ζ value was averaged over
six DWs. Figure 1(f) shows the log-log plot of B(L) taken
on three types of PZT samples at RT. All samples ex-
hibit a quasilinear dependence at low L, which saturates
above a characteristic length Lsat of about 50 nm. The
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FIG. 2. PFM phase images of the same stripe domains at selected
TQ temperatures. (a) PZT/LSMO S2. (b) PZT/LNO. (c) PZT/SIO S1.
The RT images were taken after 24 h of initial writing. All images
are shown at the same scale. The light (dark) color corresponds to the
Pup(Pdown ) domains.

quasilinear region can be well described by a power exponent
of 2ζ = 0.62, which corresponds to 2D RB disorder domi-
nated behavior, consistent with previous studies of epitaxial
PZT films at RT [9,21]. For two points separated beyond Lsat,
we consider their roughening no longer correlated elastically.

To study the thermal effect on the ferroelectric domain
structures, we subjected the stripe domains to progressively
higher temperatures, and performed PFM imaging using two
methods. The in situ PFM imaging was carried out at ele-
vated temperatures up to 200 °C using Bruker’s TAC Thermal
Application Controller System. For each temperature, in situ
domain imaging was taken after the sample was heated on the
AFM sample holder for 30 min at the stabilized temperature.
In the thermal quench method, the sample was held at a stabi-
lized temperature for 30 min in a muffle furnace, with heating
operated in the non-overshooting mode. We then quenched

the sample to RT by placing it on a metal plate to freeze
the high-temperature domain structure [21,34]. Both methods
give highly consistent results.

Figure 2 shows the PFM phase images of the stripe do-
mains taken at RT and after selected TQ cycles. For PZT
on LSMO [Fig. 2(a)], the domain structures remain clearly
recognizable after TQ at 700 °C. At 650 °C, spontaneous po-
larization switching starts to occur, resulting in scattered small
bubble domains in the uniformly polarized regions. As the
sample is further heated to 750 °C, the initial DWs become no
longer recognizable, suggesting the sample is approaching TC.
A similar change in the domain structure has been observed in
PZT on LNO [Fig. 2(b)] and SIO [Fig. 2(c)], where the spon-
taneous bubble domain formation occurs at around 650 °C and
600 °C, respectively. We denoted the lowest temperature at
which the bubble domains were observed as Tbubble, as summa-
rized in Table I. For all three types of samples, TC is well above
700 °C, much higher than the bulk value of ∼460 °C. Such
TC enhancement has been widely observed in epitaxial PZT
thin films [21]. It has been shown that the lattice distortion
imposed by the substrate strain can modify the polarization
terms of the Gibbs energy expansion, leading to an enhanced
TC [35].

In Fig. 3(a), we compared the ζ (T ) data obtained on two
PZT/LSMO samples up to 200 °C, which were taken with
different methods. Both samples exhibit weak T dependence
in ζ , consistent with a 2D RB disorder interface. In contrast,
for the samples on SIO, ζ increases steadily from 0.3 to
0.5 [Fig. 3(b)]. The highly reproducible results obtained on
different samples using different methods confirm that the
sharp difference in the T dependence reflects the intrinsic
characteristic behavior of the system. It also shows that the
thermal roughening of DW at high temperatures can be pre-
served when the samples are quenched to RT, confirming that
the TQ method is reliable for exploring the change of DW’s
configuration at high temperatures.

Figure 3(c) shows the ζ (T ) data for all three types of
samples using the TQ method. Above Tbubble, we have iden-
tified the DW regions that are free of the bubble domains
to calculate ζ (Supplemental Material Section 4) [30]. The
highest temperature we performed DW roughness analysis
is 700 ºC, beyond which the DWs become highly perturbed
by the bubble domains. All samples show 2D RB disorder
dominated behavior at RT followed by a rapid increase of
ζ within a characteristic temperature window. Out of this
window the change in ζ is relatively weak. The two samples
on LSMO exhibit highly consistent ζ (T ), with ζ increasing
from 0.3 to 0.5–0.6 between 500 °C and 675 °C. For PZT on

TABLE I. Summary of Tcr , Tth, Tbubble, energy range of disorder pinning, and work function mismatch �W between PZT and the electrode.

PZT/LSMO S1 PZT/LSMO 2 PZT/LNO PZT/SIO S1

Tcr (°C) 497 ± 15 457 ± 15 147 ± 15 17 ± 15
Tth (°C) 677 ± 15 647 ± 15 277 ± 15 137 ± 15
Tbubble (°C) 675 650 650 600
URB,min (meV) 66 ± 2 63 ± 2 36 ± 2 25 ± 2
URB,max (meV) 82 ± 2 79 ± 2 47 ± 2 35 ± 2
�W (eV) 0.4 ± 0.2 [36] 0.7 ± 0.1 [37] 0.15 ± 0.1 [38]
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FIG. 3. (a) and (b) ζ vs T obtained via in situ PFM imaging
and the TQ method for (a) PZT/LSMO and (b) PZT/SIO. (c) ζ vs
T obtained via the TQ method for three types of PZT samples.

LNO, the pronounced change in ζ occurs at a much lower
temperature window between 150 °C and 275 °C. For PZT on
SIO, a rapid increase in ζ starts even at RT and saturates
at about 145 °C. For all samples, the critical change of ζ

occurs below Tbubble (Table I). This result clearly shows that
even though all samples exhibit similarly enhanced TC (above
700 °C), their DW pinning potential differs significantly.

From ζ (T ), we identified two characteristic transition tem-
peratures: Tcr marks where ζ starts to deviate rapidly from the
2D RB dominated behavior; Tth marks where ζ approaches the
theoretical value of 1D thermal roughening ζTF = 1/2. The
evolution from 2D to 1D dominated behavior is accompanied
with the increasing Lsat, which characterizes the maximum
separation between two points along the DW that can be
viewed as elastically correlated. When temperature increases,
DW gains thermal energy and becomes more mobile. Lsat

progressively increases from 50 nm at RT to about 100 nm at
Tth (Supplemental Material Section 3) [30]. As Lsat becomes
much larger than the film thickness, the system can be viewed
effectively as a 2D elastic system with 1D DW. Above Tth, ζ

exhibits a very weak T dependence and remains far below the
theoretical value for 1D RB disorder ζ1D = 2/3 up to Tbubble,
indicating that the thermal roughening dominates disorder
pinning in 1D systems.

IV. DISCUSSION

A. Temperature-dependence of DW roughness

The T dependence of DW roughness can be understood
by considering the competing effects of disorder pinning and
thermal fluctuation on DW motion. In Fig. 4(a), we modeled
the local DW motion as a particle moving in a random pinning
energy landscape URB(y), where the local energy barriers have
the minimum barrier height of URB,min and maximum value
of URB,max. During DW writing, we apply a bias voltage
Vbias to a conductive AFM tip, which tilts the local energy
profile [Fig. 4(b)]. After the Vbias is removed, the particle
(DW) becomes trapped, so the initial DW roughness can be
viewed as a result of DW creep in a disorder modified energy
landscape [12]. At elevated temperatures, the DW motion can
be divided into three regimes: the low-temperature disorder-

FIG. 4. Schematic of DW motion in a disordered energy land-
scape (a) without and (b) with an external field. The particle
represents the pinned DW, which can hop to a new position via
thermal activation. (c) Schematic ζ−T diagram. (d)–(f) ζ vs T in
log-log scale for (d) PZT/LSMO, (e) PZT/LNO, and (f) PZT/SIO.

pinning regime (I), the intermediate temperature depinning
regime (II), and the high-temperature thermal fluctuation
regime (III) [Fig. 4(c)]. In regime I, the thermal energy is
below URB,min, and the DW roughness is dominated by the
2D RB disorder (ζ = ζ2D). In regime II, the thermal energy
is between URB,min and URB,max. The local DW trapped by the
shallow wells with URB(y) < kBT can be activated and move
to a neighboring metastable position, triggering the depinning
process at some locations. As B(L) is averaged over a large
number of disorder sites, the extracted ζ value is between
ζ2D to ζTF, depending on the pinning energy distribution with
respect to thermal fluctuation. With increasing temperature,
local DWs trapped in a larger range of pinning potential
gain sufficiently high thermal energy to overcome the energy
barriers, and the roughness exponent increases progressively
from ζ2D to ζTF. Above Tth (regime III), kBT > URB,max, so the
entire DW is depinned, with ζ approaching ζTF. Upon rapid
cooling, the local DWs become trapped in the local pinning
energy minima, and the high-temperature DW configuration
can be “frozen” during the thermal quench.

In this scenario, we can correlate the two transition tem-
peratures with the strength of the disorder pinning energy:
(1) Tcr (K ) = URB,min/kB is the first deflection point in ζ (T ),
where ζ starts to deviate rapidly from ζ2D = 0.31; 2) Tth(K ) =
URB,max/kB is the second deflection point, where ζ reaches
ζth = 0.5. Here we converted the temperature unit to Kelvin.
Figures 4(d)–4(f) show the log-log plot of ζ (T ) data for the
PZT films on LSMO, LNO, and SIO, respectively, from which
we identified Tcr and Tth and extracted the energy range of
the characteristic disorder pinning potential, or URB,min and
URB,max.

Table I summarizes the transition temperatures and the cor-
responding disorder pinning energy for all samples studied.
The two PZT/LSMO samples show very similar Tcr and Tth,
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confirming the robustness of our method. The highest disorder
pinning energy is observed in PZT/LSMO, while the DW in
PZT/SIO is the least pinned. This trend is also consistent with
that of coercive voltages observed in the three types of sam-
ples [Figs. 1(b)–1(c) and Supplemental Material Section 2]
[30]. It is thus expected that DWs in PZT/LSMO are the most
thermally stable. As the DW remains to be relatively smooth
(low ζ ) over a wide temperature range, PZT/LSMO can also
host the highest domain density, which is important for high
density nonvolatile memory applications. For PZT/SIO, the
relatively soft DW and low switching field make them suitable
for low voltage switching and possible negative capacitance
applications [8].

B. Domain wall pinning mechanisms

Next, we discuss the possible origins of the pinning disor-
der and mechanisms that affect the DW pinning energy. As
our films possess smooth surface morphology with similar
surface roughness, and are coherently strained to the STO
substrates (Supplemental Material Fig. S1) [30], we can ex-
clude the effects of surface roughness and grain boundary as
the primary source of DW pinning. Our XRD studies show
that the PZT films exhibit no appreciable structural change
after TQ at up to Tth (Supplemental Material Figs. S2 and S3)
[30]. We thus rule out the structural change as the origin of
the temperature dependence of DW roughness. In previous
studies, it has been shown that oxygen vacancies in ferroelec-
tric perovskites tend to migrate to the DW [14,15], and can
act as RB disorders [21]. First-principles density-functional
calculations show that the pinning energy of the oxygen va-
cancy for the in-plane DW motion in PbTiO3 is 76–97 meV
[14], which is on the same of order of magnitude of our
extracted URB. Cation vacancies in ferroelectric perovskites,
on the other hand, facilitate easy domain wall motion and
make the ferroelectric “soft” [15]. Since all samples exhibit
square-shaped PFM switching hystereses with the coercive
fields larger than 105 V/cm [Fig. 1(c) and Supplemental Ma-
terial Section 2] [30], we can rule out the cation disorder as a
major DW pinning source.

Considering that all three types of samples are affected
by the same type of disorder, i.e., oxygen vacancies, an in-
teresting question then is what gives rise to the more than
a factor of 2 variation in URB. For the three types of PZT
films, the top surfaces are exposed to the ambient conditions
and identical. The key difference between these samples is
the bottom correlated oxide electrode, which can modify URB

in PZT through several mechanisms. The first possible con-
tribution is the existence of a built-in electric field due to
the asymmetric electric boundary condition. For ferroelectric
films in the ambient conditions, the surface bound charges are
effectively screened by the mobile charges absorbed from the
ambient [32,39], while an incomplete screening of the depo-
larization field can arise due to the band alignment between
the ferroelectric and the bottom oxide electrode. This effect
can tilt the ferroelectric double-well energy profile, leading to
the observed polarization asymmetry [16]. For a given type of
disorder, such as the cation/oxygen vacancies, this field can
either enhance or reduce the pinning potential depending on
the polarization direction. To verify this scenario, we listed in

Table I the work function mismatch �W = WPZT − Welectrode

for all three systems. The work functions are 5.2 ± 0.1 eV
for PZT [40], 4.8 ± 0.1 eV for LSMO [36], 4.5 eV [37] for
LNO, and 5.05 eV for SIO [38], corresponding to �WLNO �
�WLSMO > �WSIO. This relation does not agree with that of
the extracted URB, i.e., URB,LSMO > URB,LNO > URB,SIO. We
thus rule out the work function mismatch as a dominant factor
causing the variation in DW pinning.

The second scenario involves the interfacial clamping ef-
fect. It has been shown that the strain imposed by the substrate
clamping can lead to a self-bias internal field that can con-
tribute to the polarization asymmetry [41]. However, the
XRD θ -2θ scans reveal that all three types of PZT films are
coherently strained with similar c-axis lattice constants (Sup-
plemental Material Section 1) [30], so that strain alone cannot
account for the difference in DW pinning. The interface
clamping effect can also originate from the mismatch of local
lattice distortion, which is manifested as the tilt/rotation of the
oxygen octahedral. The lattice distortion can impose internal
stress that suppresses the DW mobility [42], which affects the
dynamics of DW trapping/de-trapping. Although the rotation
of oxygen octahedra in oxide electrodes is constrained by STO
at the interface, it recovers a couple of unit cells away from the
substrate [43,44]. It is thus possible for the 10-nm oxide elec-
trodes to carry the characteristic bulk distortion and impose
considerable clamping in the interfacial PZT layers. We thus
use the tolerance factors of bulk LSMO (0.924) [45], LNO
(0.94) [27], and SIO (0.9917) [46] as the gauge to assess the
level of lattice mismatch at the interface with PZT, whose in-
plane octahedral rotation is relatively small (tolerance factor
of 1.008) [47]. This indicates that LSMO is the most distorted,
while SIO is the closest to the cubic structure. It is natural to
expect that the DW in PZT/LSMO (PZT/SIO) is most (least)
prone to disorder pinning due to interfacial clamping, which
is in good agreement with the observed trend of URB.

The third possible mechanism is that the correlated oxide
electrode can act as a reservoir of oxygen vacancies at the
interface, which then imposes an external biasing field. It has
been directly imaged that the oxygen vacancies in LSMO
accumulated by ferroelectric polarization can migrate to the
ferroelectric side at the interface [18], while the accumu-
lation of interfacial oxygen vacancies is known to induce
an interfacial pinning field that causes ferroelectric fatigue
[48]. The oxygen vacancy migration energy barrier height
is 0.3 eV for PZT [49], which is much smaller than those
for La1−xSrxMnO3 (0.6–0.8 eV for x = 0.2–0.5) [50], LNO
(1.24 eV) [51], and SIO (1.9 eV) [52]. The oxygen vacancy
migration energy difference in the correlated oxide layers is
in line with the trend of URB, suggesting the ability for the
electrode layer to supply oxygen vacancies may also affect
the DW pinning potential.

V. SUMMARY

In conclusion, we examined the energy competition be-
tween disorder pinning and thermal fluctuation on the DW
configuration in high-quality epitaxial PZT thin films, which
reveals the critical role of the correlated oxide electrodes in
determining the thermal stability and size scaling limit of
nanoscale domain structures. Our study sheds light on the
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optimization of electrode choice for achieving high density,
low power ferroelectric-based device applications.
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